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156 GTA Desert Dueller!

This 156 GTA has crossed the Nullarbor three times.
This photo is in the Pinnacles NP, 200 km north of Perth.
Read Penelope’s & Greg’s account, “On Driving West”, of their transcontinental journeys in a GTA.
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All AROCA VIC events are still on hold, but the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic lockdown may begin
to ease soon, allowing carefully managed events observing appropriate social distancing to resume.
As always, check the AROCA website, facebook and Cross+Serpent for events & calendar updates, or
… wait for the next Notizie Alfisti!
While there were again no club events to report, the AROCA National Coordinator, Peter Mathews,
convened an online meeting of AROCA Division representatives recently to discuss items of significance
to AROCA nationally. Peter’s account of this meeting is included below.
In addition, there are several member articles this month:
Following the report last month, of Felix’s dash from west to east across the continent, this month we have
“On Driving West”, an account by members Penelope Mogridge and Greg Smith, of east to west
crossings of the Nullarbor in their 156 GTA. The report incorporates graphic and colourful imagery of
interesting and historic sites and stunning vistas, available to those who enjoy a more leisurely approach
to their adventures and are prepared to take the occasional planned detour away from the main road.
We also have a Car Wash and Detailing Guide using Bowden’s Own products by Register Coordinator,
John Hanslow – Bowden’s Own are Spettacolo sponsors.
And finally, an article on Paint Correction by Damian Hind of Advanced Detail in Mordialloc, who was
scheduled to host a Detailing Workshop for members, before CoViD intervened.

Club News from around the traps
Welcome to new members
AROCA (Vic) continues to be a dynamic club with a number of new members recently joining:

Name
Bryan
Ambrosius
Stuart
Baum
Jacob
Blitman
Peter
Bodon
Joe
Calderaro
Chris
Charge
Giancarlo Colangeli
David
Dailey
Lou
Dalla Rosa
Deepesh
Daya
Andrew
Inglis

Car
Coupe
Giulietta QV
Stelvio
GTV 2000
Spider
Monreal
GTV 2000
Mustang
1750 GTV
Spider
GTV 2000

Name
Vincent Kennedy
Brett
Laws
Troy
Martin
Terry
Monichino
Frank
Murone
Paolo
Petrilli
Vito
Porto
Con
Sapountzi
James
Taylor
Emilio
Tiesi
Shane
Tomkins

Car
159 3.2
BMW E21
Duetto Spider
GTV 2000
Spider
Stelvio
Stelvio QV
Spider
159 2.2
159 2.2
Giulietta QV

We all hope that our busy program of activities will soon be restarted and we look forward to seeing many
of the new members. Please introduce yourselves and have a chat as you get to experience the
enthusiasm other members have for the marque.
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Covid19 seems to have caused people to reassess the important things in their lives, namely restoring
their neglected Alfas. It is good to hear that a number of proud owners will soon be taking their cars back
on the roads. I have enjoyed my discussions over the phone with them as they discuss their projects.
Once again, a warm welcome to all new members.
Bruce Baum
Membership Secretary
membership@alfaclubvic.org.au

AROCA Victoria Club Shop
Alfa Club merchandise currently in stock includes: Caps (black or red), Polo shirts (M or F) and Tee shirts
(grey or red). Direct all club merchandise enquiries to Adrian 0449 831 646 or email.

Alfa Romeo Preferred Partner Program
Club members and potential Alfa Romeo owners who are considering buying a new car are referred to the
Alfa Romeo Preferred Partner Program. See the official program flyer on page 22.
The program provides an excellent opportunity for Alfa Romeo buyers to secure a wonderful car at a great
price. And recent economic conditions have now made this program even more attractive.
To access the program go to www.alfaromeo.com.au/fleet and use the login APP3649
The Company Name is “Alfa Club Victoria” (it is already in the system)
Then follow the ‘How to Redeem’ instructions.
When you press ‘Redeem Offer’, enter your details, and a voucher to be sent to you by email.
The voucher can be handed to any Victorian Alfa Romeo dealership when purchasing your new Alfa.
Best wishes with your selection of one of these great cars! And if you are not an Alfa Club member
already, then this should convince you to join.
Bruce Baum
Membership Secretary
membership@alfaclubvic.org.au

AROCA Victoria Sponsorship & Advertising
To sponsor AROCA Victoria and/or advertise in AROCA Victoria’s publications: the magazine Cross &
Serpent; the newsletter Notizie Alfisti; and the web site AlfaClubVIC.org.au please contact:
Sam Tartaglia mobile: 0459 542 070 or email: advertising@alfaclubvic.org.au

Alfa Market
Alfetta 2.0 motor – free to “good home”
Ex Alfetta sedan, includes block (including crank shaft, pistons, etc.) and head, but no cam shafts.
Location: Wodonga. Contact: John on 0402 296 615 to arrange collection.
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News from further afield
Drawings by Luis Silva
Below is a drawing provided by Luis Silva, an Alfista from Portugal, of an Alfa-Romeo Giulietta.

Luis adds, “The drawings are made with ballpoint pens (biros) being each one the result of a 40+ working
hours process. Based on photos of the actual car, the final result is striking in its uncompromising detail.
Nothing beats owning an Alfa-Romeo (or, even better, several). Apart from that, owning one such drawing
is a very pleasant way to cherish the ownership of a particular car.”
Images of many other Alfas drawn by Luis, can be viewed on his web site: www.luissilvacars.com

Alfa Romeo Barchetta
… the ideal vehicle for an Alfista to maintain social distancing during those drives for essential purposes!

Background to the design and some additional images are available at yankodesign.com
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ON DRIVING WEST
by Penelope Mogridge & Greg Smith
The road-trip west from Melbourne across the Nullarbor and on to Perth is a great but long drive. Every
keen driver should try it at least once. In this article, we urge you to consider this trans-Australia drive in
the near term - but do that trip post COVID 19.
The decision to write this article first formed as we read in the May 2020 edition of Notizie Alfisti about a
recent road trip taken by AROCA NSW member, Felix Kulakowski, when he headed east across Australia
from Perth to Sydney. Felix’s article described how he first flew into Perth, on a very quick trip west to
purchase a then WA-owned 916 series Alfa Spider. After sealing the deal, he immediately drove his new
acquisition all the way back to Sydney, travelling alone. He wrote about difficulties he encountered on that
solo trip and the inadequacies of his overnight accommodation across the continent. Additionally, he
mentioned how, by taking a wrong turn driving out of Broken Hill, he significantly lengthened the final day
of his anticipated fast drive home.
Felix’s story became a point of discussion for the two of us, especially as we both have actually enjoyed
our past road crossings of Australia. We have also met people here in Perth who are willing to make this
crossing an almost annual pilgrimage, although we don’t believe we could bring ourselves to attempt our
trans-Australia road journeys quite that regularly.
While the drive across the country is a long one, it is also beautiful. At times, the scenery is truly dramatic,
although, at others, an hour-to-hour sameness can become quite challenging – but, around then, a
change of driver may overdue. There are many great places to visit, although some could be just too far
off the beaten track; even should you have enough time for exploration as well as completing your multiday drive.
Here in Perth, members of AROCA’s WA Division sometimes contemplate how we might better
encourage more Eastern States AROCA members to drive their Alfas right across the country to visit us.
There really is a lot to see and enjoy here in WA. It would be great to have you join us, perhaps to share
an Alfa club day tour, or some weekend and/or even longer drives. The unique scenery, long summers,
beaches, wineries, the culture and, of course, WA hospitality are all worth considering.
Actually, our first drive across Australia goes a long way back. We crossed the Nullarbor together at the
start of 1972, although Penelope had also driven east a few years earlier with some University friends.
Our car for that joint 1970s trans-continental expedition was a relatively new and quite reliable VW Beetle.
At that time, the road from Ceduna to the WA border was still rough gravel. Accounts of the huge plumes
of dust behind trucks, the high frequency of bull-dust holes and many tragic encounters with native
animals, especially at night, were legendary. Therefore, on this first joint trip, we stuck to daytime travel
only. Out on the Nullarbor, we found that consistently driving at about 55mph, there was a sweet-spot
where we sank into only 1 out of every 3 dust-covered holes along that dirt road.
Melbourne to Perth via the most direct route:

3,420 kms

Over many of the intervening years since the early ‘70s, with changing relationships, two very different
careers on different continents and two different families, it wasn’t until the winter of 2014 that we got to
find another opportunity to drive from Melbourne to Perth together; when Greg moved west again for us to
live in Perth. This time, we shared the driving in Greg’s 2002 vintage Alfa 156 GTA. We were certain that
our low-slung car greatly appreciated that the highway was now sealed over its entire distance since our
last joint trip in the 1970s. Except for some heavily travelled, rutted sections of bitumen on the Great
Eastern Highway, which became a little annoying between Kalgoorlie and Perth, it was mostly a very
smooth ride.
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From top left, then clockwise:
Looking down on Port Lincoln,
Fishing boats at Port Lincoln boat harbour;
The WA/SA border in the 1980s;
Driving the 156 GTA on a sandy track;
Very straight long section of road on the Nullarbor;
Southern Ocean view from above the cliffs;
Impressive Nullarbor cliffs of the Great Australian
Bight.
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Accelerating past either multi-trailered road trains, or convoys of grey nomads driving SUVs pulling
caravans, was great fun. The overtaking process also provided short opportunities to test out the car’s
Busso V6, but only just a little. We eased the accelerator pedal as the car rapidly swept past the 150 kph
mark on the speedo while passing. Even out on the Nullarbor, highway patrols aren’t unknown.
Driving only during the day, that 3,400 km or so shortest distance from Melbourne to Perth requires about
five days, although it can be travelled in much less time by anyone brave enough to continue through the
night, preferably doing so with multiple drivers in the vehicle. Back in the day (i.e., 1980-90s), some
AROCA WA members were very keen to drive from Perth to various Alfestas in Queensland, NSW and
Victoria, which they did virtually non-stop in their Alfa 105s (or similar), e.g., completing one Perth to
Brisbane trip well under 50 hours. How they managed the night-time stress of avoiding abundant wildlife
remains unclear. While these club members are still active Alfisti, passing years may have led them to
prefer consideration of their trans-Australia travel experiences in retrospect.
At the end of 2016, we drove the 156 GTA eastwards, back from Perth to Melbourne. The car then
remained in Melbourne for a few months, while we returned to Perth. Bruno Collauti undertook some
necessary repairs to the Alfa before we flew back to Melbourne on a pre-Easter flight. We recovered the
156 GTA, ready and waiting for its overnight ferry-ride to attend Alfesta 2017 in Tasmania. This Alfesta
was a great event, centred in Launceston, but with some nice driving tours too.
However, Alfesta 2017 was not the first Alfa trip that we had made to Tasmania. In 2012, we attended the
excellent Alfa gathering that Easter. “Turismo Tasmania” was organized by Mark Baigent and his team.
We drove our 1967 Spider Duetto around the island on that occasion, after the earlier overnight Bass
Strait ferry trip. Tasmania is an ideal location for auto clubs’ national events, we think.
We had planned another cross-country trip this year, driving the 4,184 kms distance each way from Perth
to and from Toowoomba to be at Alfesta 2020. Unfortunately, the emergence of CoV 19, required AROCA
QLD to cancel this event. As a result, we have missed that first-time opportunity to take the turn left at
Port Augusta and head diagonally north-east across NSW up to Toowoomba, rather than to once again
veer right there to drive south-east to Adelaide and then on to Melbourne. We are now waiting for Alfesta
2021 in McLaren Vale. We have noted that the most direct route to travel by road from Perth to McLaren
Vale is still 2,730 kms in each direction.
Some comments about experiences on these drives west
Once the highway departs Adelaide’s northern suburbs, you begin to sense that you are closing in on
Australia’s empty desert as you head towards Port Augusta. However, this thought doesn’t last once you
recognise that the country, although dry, is becoming an intensive grain growing area. During winter, the
green fields of grain continue all the way to Ceduna – and even beyond.
Eventually, you are driving across the treeless Nullarbor Plain, but that section of Highway 1 isn’t as long
as you might anticipate. As you approach the WA-SA border, the scrub begins to be “just a little bit taller”.
Then, some distance beyond the border, sections of low, dry land forest appear.
This forested countryside continues intermittently over the next 1,500 kms until the WA wheat belt.
Beyond Northam, driving the last 100kms across the Darling Range, there is jarrah forest, until you
descend from the range into the outskirts of Perth.
Departing Melbourne, appropriate overnight stops on a rapid drive west might initially include Adelaide,
then Ceduna, and next a choice of one of the 100kms or so spaced apart truck-stop motels dotted along
the route. The fourth night could be in Norseman, or even in Kalgoorlie, before completing the final stretch
to Perth. Four-star accommodation it is not; but out on the Highway, the motel owners are hospitable, the
country-style food is good, though the fuel is understandably costly.
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Scenes along highway travelling west. From
top left, then clockwise:
One of the sometimes very hard-to-find holes
along the Nullarbor golf course (which
extends from Ceduna to Norseman);
In Lake Cave on Caves Road, south of
Margaret River;
The Mega Pit, the world’s largest open cut
gold mine at Kalgoorlie;
Wave Rock at Hyden (on a more direct shorter route straight back to Perth from Esperance);
Greens Pool, sheltered by a natural rock wall from the Southern Ocean, near Denmark;
Lucky Bay at Cape Le Grand National Park, east of Esperance;
A Southern Right Whale with her calf, seen at the Head of the Bight whale sanctuary.
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Port Augusta via Port Lincoln to Ceduna

709 km versus 386 km

Should you have enough time when leaving Port Augusta, try the alternative route that runs along the
western side of Spencer Gulf, down to Port Lincoln. This is a great option. While Port Lincoln may seem a
remote place, it is the grain port for the Eyre Peninsula and a tourism and fishing centre for many South
Australians, especially. It is situated near to Coffin Bay (for the best oysters) and is a well-known base for
cage diving in the presence of Great White Sharks. It is also very scenic.
Departing Port Lincoln, this drive continues westwards to Ceduna on a bitumen road that runs close to the
coast. This Southern Ocean coastal strip offers rugged views, lots of rocky outcrops and small islands.
There are a few ocean-side villages with great beaches. However, in the past, at one or two, unhappy
surfing experiences have involved unexpected large sharks.
Beyond Ceduna, there are some great side drives down gravel roads to ocean surf spots. Meanwhile,
north of the road, there are limestone caves, but they are further away. During winter months, do visit the
whale sanctuary at the Head of the Bight, where numerous Southern Right Whales with their calves can
be seen close in to the cliffs from a network of walkways and balconies. Further on, several other viewing
platforms are also located near to the highway. From these points, looking east or west, there are great
views of the Nullarbor cliffs and the ocean.
The overnight stopover village of Eucla is about 20kms beyond the WA-SA state border checkpoint. There
is a time change here, but it is in Australia’s least known time zone. In winter, the local time there is 45
minutes later than Adelaide time.
Leaving Eucla, the road begins a long gradual descent down an escarpment incline. Sadly, this area is
often littered with the carcasses of animals hit overnight by the passing road trains. For some reason, at
night-time, this long slope becomes a favoured highway crossing for both native and feral animals. In the
early morning, the highway here may seem quite blood-soaked. Thankfully, wildlife deaths aren’t as
widespread everywhere along this road.
Ending a day long drive west from Eucla, the route at last cruises into Norseman. Once in this quiet town,
you have a significant choice of alternative routes west. One way, you turn right and head north-west
towards the historic mining towns of Kalgoorlie and Boulder. The mega pit open cut gold mine at
Kalgoorlie is worth seeing. An overnight stay at Hannon’s hotel on Kalgoorlie’s main street, with a nice
dinner on the upstairs veranda, is likely to require a prior booking.
Melbourne to Perth, staying on Highway 1 to visit WA’s Southwest is about 4,000 kms
A second very attractive alternative route from Norseman is well worth considering. By turning left in the
town, you can then head southwards on Highway 1 as it continues down to Esperance. Staying on
Highway 1 allows a full tour of WA’s south-west, eventually heading up to Perth from Margaret River.
However, this wonderful option is not one to decide on lightly. A week, or preferably more, is needed to
fully enjoy the southwest. You should be feeling very relaxed about vacationing, despite still being only
part way across Australia, when you decide to take Highway 1 south out of Norseman.
You could easily spend an entire week just around Esperance, visiting some wonderful National Parks in
the vicinity. At Esperance, there are many islands immediately off the coast. They provide remarkable
viewing from the shore, or out on a boat ride. Many place names in WA’s southwest have French origins
due to ‘les explorateurs’ who made some of the earliest European visits to this region.
While in the southwest, further along Highway 1, there is the possibility of a day-long boat trip out to the
Bremer Canyon, during summer. This sea canyon is now recognised as a marine hotspot of global
significance where schools of Orcas, whales, seals, etc., congregate. Don’t forget your big camera!
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From top left, then clockwise:
Perth skyline viewed across the Swan River
from South Perth at dusk;
Sunset at North Cottesloe Beach looking over
the Indian Ocean towards Rottnest Island;
Alfa Romeos owned by AROCA WA
members, presented at various car shows
around Perth.
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You might feel up to climbing Bluff Knoll before your next stopover in the regional city of Albany. Albany
has a very attractive port, and includes an excellent ANZAC memorial sited above King George’s Sound.
During WW1, large convoys of troop ships departed from the sound sailing towards Gallipoli.
Next, a shorter drive leads on into Denmark and, further, to Nornalup. These coastal towns have large
estuaries and offer long walks on isolated ocean beaches. The highway winds though hills covered by
forests of tall Tingle, Marri and Karri trees. Green’s Pool, near Denmark, is extraordinary. Further on, at
Pemberton, you can climb your choice of a few very tall, Karri trees. Steel bolts, driven into the tree trunk,
form an ascending spiral of very open (but, note well, caged-in) stairs. While it may seem scary at first,
climbing a tall Karri tree is a wonderful experience.
The Margaret River region is still some distance on. It is yet another area where you could easily consume
a week or more, visiting beaches, forests, some of its 200 or so wineries, coastal walks, lighthouses,
galleries, dining, cycling; the list goes on. Then, after leaving Margaret River, there is still a 350 km drive
to reach Perth - in WA, the distances are almost never short!
Arrival in Perth ends your drive west
Perth offers more wineries, surf beaches, and many other cultural and tourist opportunities. We think that
the WA shipwrecks museum in Fremantle, although lesser known, is a “must-see” visit. A wonderful
surprise awaits in a darkened room, where the recovered stern section of Batavia appears through the
gloom. This Dutch East India Company (DOC) ship hit a reef in the Abrolhos Islands in 1629. Well over
100 of the crew and passengers, left on the islands, were massacred by mutineers during the period that
it took the captain and some of his more trusted crew to sail a ship’s longboat to the town of Batavia (in
Java) and then return in a rescue ship. A beautiful crenelated brick gateway, originally destined for
construction in Batavia, lines a wall of that museum room. It was built from bricks, originally shipped as
ballast in the Batavia when it sailed from Holland, nearly 400 years ago. Many artefacts are also on view
from other early 17th century DOC shipwrecks, discovered on reefs along the WA coast. This initial
European period of Australian history occurred nearly 150 years before James Cook sailed up the east
coast and recorded in his ship’s log that he had reached “New Holland”.
You are at the end of your trans-Australia visit to Perth, but your trip from Melbourne, on Highway 1 hasn’t
taken you that far along this 14,500 km long national road, that runs around the edge of Australia’s
mainland.
Of course, on leaving Perth, any self-respecting grey nomad will head north, visiting the Whale Sharks at
Ningaloo reef, continuing further into the tropics to Broome and the Kimberley, driving on to Darwin,
across to Cape York, and down the east coast, eventually back to Melbourne. The full circuit needs
months of travel time, not just weeks.
The time for you to head home from Perth may arrive too soon. On your trip west from Melbourne to
Perth, with side drives and touring, your odometer may say that you have already done over 5,000 kms;
particularly, if you went down to Port Lincoln, toured the southwest of WA, and perhaps even drove the
Great Ocean Road out of Melbourne before travelling via Robe into Adelaide. Therefore, on the return
drive back you can let yourself less guilty about taking the most direct route home, which is a shorter
3,420 kms.
However, you might just prefer to ship your car back east on a truck and then fly home. Alternatively, both
your car and its passengers might enjoy a very pleasant (but not so cheap) trip home on an east-bound
train.
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Via the shortest routes to the west:
Melbourne to Perth:

3,420 km

Sydney to Perth:

3,934 km

Brisbane to Perth:

4,314 km

A circuit of the mainland on Highway 1:

14,500 km

And a couple of those photos again … but a little larger.
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Car Wash and Detailing Guide for home

This is intended as a general guide, ranging from the weekend wash through to an award-winning
showroom shine with everyday consumer products available from your local retail store.
A warning that while DYI commercial car wash centres are convenient - the brush is guaranteed to
damage your car. You are much better off doing the work yourself at home.
Today we are focusing on external car care. I am just providing a quick summary of the Bowden’s Own
web site, and will refer you to Bowden’s Own Premium Car Care Products for further notes. There is some
great information available and if you take a few minutes to check out the written guides, it will cover all
your requirements.
Take a look at the exterior care guides showing options and products.
In particular, I refer you to the important tiles for careful consideration:
1.
2.
3.

Your new car detailing guide
Your essential washing guide.
Bring on the shine with carnauba body wax

Keeping it simple: A summary from Bowden’s Own web site
Every day cars parked in the sun: Fine Clay Bar or Claying Rubber and Paint Cleanse & Restore the
car at least twice a year (daily driven cars get more embedded dirt than most). Then apply the wax a
minimum of every 3 to 4 months Fully Slick or After Glow should be applied after waxing and every
month after washing with Auto Body Gel, Nanolicious Wash or Wax Wash for the best protection,
especially in the warmer summer months.
Occasional use cars that live in a garage: Fine Clay Bar or Claying Rubber and Paint Cleanse &
Restore once a year, wax every 3 months, apply Fully Slick or After Glow every 2 months and after
Waxing. Remembering to show it more love in the warmer summer months.
Garage and show specials: Fine Clay Bar or Claying Rubber, Paint Cleanse & Restore and then wax
once a year, or Paint Cleanse & Restore and wax before each show or once a year to keep it looking
show-car special. Use Boss Gloss or Fully Slick just before and at the car show.
Be honest about the action your car sees and from the information above find the balance that matches!
Simple huh?
See the Flow Chart for information about when to use the products, and what order to use them in:
There is a broad range of washing and product applications available - the choice is up to you. This
ranges from general washing and shine options up to full amateur enthusiast level wanting award winning
show shine.
Special thanks to Bowden’s Own who are also sponsors for AROCA Victoria’s Spettacolo.
John Hanslow
Register Coordinator
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Paint Correction

by Damian Hind

Paint correction can transform the look of your car by removing unsightly holograms, swirls and random
isolated deep scratches (RIDS). It is a gradual process where hours or even days can be allocated to
properly restore the condition of a vehicle’s paintwork.
Various techniques and a selection of compounds and polishes are used with advanced dual-action and
rotary polishers that add a desired level of depth and shine needed for achieving a crisp mirror-like finish.
For anyone wishing to improve upon the existing paintwork of their vehicle, it is advised to ensure the
surface is clean and that any embedded contaminants have been having removed with the use of a clay
bar.
Ideally, work in a shaded area away from direct sunlight. At this point for anyone who is new to paint
correction should first attempt the correction with a dual-action polisher and avoid a rotary polisher! The
learning curve for rotary polishers is around 2 years versus several months for a dual-action polisher. The
benefit of a dual-action polisher is that they are far less likely to burn paint than a rotary polisher which
spins on a single axis that creates a lot more heat, quickly!
Patience is needed in controlling the amount of friction required in achieving the desired result and is
something best learned on something other than your rare classic.
It’s always best to begin a test area of approximately one square foot while using the least aggressive
method first. You can only correct what you can see so set up a light or carry a pen torch. Other things to
consider are the speed of the machine, amount of pressure applied, pad and compound selection ie: a
soft, medium or heavy cut, condition or the quality of the paintwork, and atmospheric temperature. Keep
the pad flat on the panel and remember, painted plastic (or carbon fibre) surfaces like bumper bars will
heat quicker than metal surfaces so it’s always best to stop intermittently and rest a hand on the vehicle to
check that the panel isn’t getting too hot. Also, avoid edges along the side of panels where the paint can
be thin. Use of masking tape can help with this.
Begin with priming (or seasoning) your pad with your selection of compound, if using a microfibre pad use
your fingers to rub the compound into the pad followed with applying 5-6 pea-sized drops, however, if your
using a foam pad priming is not necessary.
Using a medium amount of pressure begin passing over the panel with the machine speed set between
slow to medium in a north to south direction, followed with an east to west direction, moving at about an
inch per second while over-lapping previous pass by 50 per cent. After approximately one or two minutes
wipe and inspect the panel before making a decision on whether to change pad, compound or both.
Once deep scratches have been removed ‘work your way out’ by using a finer grade compound on a soft
pad to slowly jewel the paintwork to a crisp mirror-like finish.
Located southeast of Melbourne within the Bayside area, Advanced Detail is always happy to help guide
you through any queries and can be contacted via the website, email or by phone.
Damian Hind

Mob: 0412 808 285

Advanced Detail, 21 Boundary Rd. Mordialloc
Web: www.advanceddetail.com.au or email: info@advanceddetail.com.au
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AROCA Victoria Calendar
AROCA will progressively reinstate its regular series of meetings and drive events as the CoViD-19
restrictions on gatherings and travel are relaxes. Check the AROCA Victoria web site for updates.

Save these dates
The following club related events are scheduled for later in the year or early next year. If the pandemic
situation does not improve in time, they too may have to be postponed or cancelled, but meanwhile … the
planning does go on!
•

Motorclassica | Exhibition Buildings, Melbourne | Friday 9th – Sunday 11th October

•

Alfa Club 12 Hour Relay | Winton Raceway | Saturday 17th – Sunday 18th October

•

Alfisti Spring Tour | Grampians to Auto Italia Adelaide | Wednesday 4th – Sunday 8th November
A joint AROCA Victoria and Alpine Alfisti Spring Tour (See flyer below)
The proposed itinerary is posted here: https://alpinealfisti.org.au/AAST20.html

•
•

Spettacolo Dinner | Saturday 21st November (TBC)
Spettacolo | Wesley College, Glen Waverley | Sunday 22nd November (TBC)

•

Targa Florio Australian Tribute | route TBA | 26th – 29th November

•

ALFESTA 2021 | Fleurieu Peninsula, South Australia | Thursday 1st – Monday 5th April 2021

Shannons Club

Online Show & Shine Competition

The annual Shannons Club Online Show and Shine Competition gives you the opportunity to show-off
your pride and joy by entering the best photos of your vehicle for your chance to win. Plus, see some of
Australia’s best classic cars and bikes, all without leaving home!

Details: https://www.shannons.com.au/club/show-n-shine-2020/
Members are encouraged to support this event, as Shannons is a generous sponsor of AROCA Victoria
and the Online Show & Shine awards cash prizes to both the winning entrants and their nominated club.
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Sunday June 28 (TBC)

Alfa Romeo 110 Year Celebration

Anonima Lombarda Fabbrica Automobili (A.L.F.A.) was founded on June 24th 1910. In 1915, after Nicola
Romeo took control of the company, A.L.F.A. was renamed Alfa Romeo.

On Sunday 28th June, AROCA is planning to celebrate 110 years of the Alfa Romeo marque.

Thursday 26th to Sunday 29th November

Targa Florio Australia

…
still on track to be a great event in 2020!
If you feel like enjoying a great drive and are looking for an excuse post the end of the current restrictions
please don’t hesitate to visit www.targaflorioaus.com and register for the 2020 event. Equally if you are
interested to receive the event’s newsletter, please send an email with your details to
registrations@targaflorioaus.com.
On the effects of the COVID virus – our understanding is that the current crowd restrictions will be in place
for 3 months. As background we have been asked by the Victoria Government’s Bush Fire Ambassador to
help plan a series of bush fire regional events to be run in the second half of the year.
Current discussions are to push for these events to start as soon as the crowd restrictions are eased with
current thoughts being July which would allow the first of these events to occur in late August or early
September.
Obviously, this will be dictated by government but both Federal and State government are pushing to get
activity back as soon as they can in the new financial year.
We are delighted to see strong interest in the 2020 event even during this time. Sadly, many will be
unable to travel overseas for car events for a while and with world class events like Targa Tasmania
cancelled and the Mille Miglia postponed, I am delighted to be able to recommend something positive
towards the end of the year!
You’re invited to come and join the fun in 2020.
Andrew Lawson
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AROCA Goldfields Chapter & Alpine Alfisti Association of Australia

Alfisti Spring Tour 2020
(aka 2020 Grampians Gallivant)

Wednesday 4th to Sunday 8th November
A four-day Alfisti Tour from Halls Gap in ‘The Grampians’ to Adelaide to attend South Australia’s ‘Auto
Italia’. The Tour will travel via Tailem Bend, with a visit to ‘The Bend’ Motorsports Park, and the Mount
Lofty Ranges.
After visiting Adelaide you have the option of extending your Tour by returning via the Fleurieu Peninsula
(McLaren Vale, Cape Jervis & Victor Harbor), the Coorong and SA’s South East (Robe & Penola) and
back to the Grampians.
The Tour will travel along interesting roads, through wonderful scenery, enjoying good meals, all in the
company of like-minded Alfisti.
Wednesday 4th: Ballarat to Halls Gap
Meet in Ballarat for a drive to Halls Gap, via Central Victoria (Beaufort, Ararat and Moyston).
Thursday 5th: Halls Gap to Tailem Bend
A cruise through the iconic Grampians Ranges, via Zumsteins and the spectacular Roses Gap then on
to Tailem Bend for a stay at ‘The Rydges’ Hotel at The Bend Motorsport Park.
Friday 6th: Tailem Bend to Adelaide
A morning visit to ‘The Bend’ Motorsport Park - for a few laps of both the GT and International circuits then on to the Mt Lofty Ranges for lunch before heading to our base in Glenelg, an Adelaide bayside
suburb.
Saturday 7th: Rest day in Adelaide, strolling the Glenelg `& Adelaide shops …
Or will it be a drive through the Adelaide Hills or to Birdwood and the motor museum, visiting some of
the renowned Adelaide Hills or Barossa Valley wineries along the way?
Sunday 8th: Auto Italia Adelaide!
AROCA SA’s annual Show & Shine for Italian cars & bikes.

Then return home directly, or extend your Tour …
Monday 9th: Adelaide to Victor Harbor via McLaren Vale and Cape Jervis
Tuesday 10th: Victor Harbor to Robe via The Coorong
Wednesday 11th: Robe to Halls Gap via Penola in the Coonawarra wine district
email: goldfieldschapter@alfaclubvic.org.au

Itinerary: https://alpinealfisti.org.au/AAST20.html

(Note: Numbers may need to be limited due to capacity restrictions at some venues)
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National Coordinator’s Update
One of the great benefits of this current lockdown has been the opportunity to understand the use of
Zoom, Skype, Blue Jeans, Teams and any number of other teleconferencing packages.
On Monday 4 May, we had a teleconference with the Presidents from each of the AROCA Divisions, John
Anderson Qld, Eddy Failla NSW, Mandy Thompson VIC, Steve Weedon SA, and Andrew Murray WA.
This was a great opportunity to share with each other how each State has adjusted to the COVID-19
restrictions, and to share ideas, about how we ensure that the Divisions value-add to our members, and
how we emerge safely with a gradual increase in social and competition events as the restrictions are
lifted.
I congratulate all the Presidents and their Committees for the approach taken to shut down operations
during this period. It has provided some great opportunities to plan for the future and consider how we can
virtually connect with our members and share our Alfisti experiences.
There were four main agenda items to discuss as follows:
1.

General update from each President re what is happening in each State

2.

Discussion re future order of Alfestas and progress with future planning

3.

Discussion re agreed criteria for awarding the Bob Gardiner Trophy

4.

Any other matters of national interest.

Update
NSW has been working hard on developing a new website and database called MYCCO which sounds
like a very comprehensive interactive package with a sophisticated database especially designed for
motoring clubs. President Eddy is happy to share information on this with all clubs.
Queensland has been tidying up after our cancelled Alfesta and sending Alfesta packs to those who had
booked. President John and the Committee are exploring ways of having no contact runs as we are able
to travel more, and are planning for their Concourse later in the year at Ormiston House and the annual
Day in the Country at Peak Crossing which attracts over 200 classic cars, as well as other events.
President Mandy and the Victorian Committee is still planning for Spettacolo later in the year and the
Targa Florio is still listed for late November. Victoria is looking forward to resuming its calendar events
when able to do so.
South Australia is busy organising Alfesta 2021 which will be at McLaren Vale and the Fleurieu
Peninsular. President Steve and the team are planning a wonderful event in a great location, so leave
plenty of room in your boot to bring home some wonderful McLaren Vale samples!
President Andrew and the team in Western Australia, like all of us, have cancelled most events, however
are hopeful that they may be able to resurrect their planned 110 year birthday dinner that was planned.
Western Australia has been one of the lower COVID-19 case States so we wish them all the best as
restrictions are lifted. At the ZOOM teleconference Andrew showed us his collection of 105’s and updated
us on some of the earlier history of Alfestas, in particular the two that have been held in the west, one at
Fremantle and the other at Margaret River. We can be hopeful that there may be one more in the future?
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Future Alfestas
The current status of future Alfestas is listed on the National website at https://www.alfaclub.org.au/. This
list was agreed at the last Alfesta at Mornington Peninsular in 2019. It is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2021 - South Australia
2022 - New South Wales
2023 - TBA
2024 - Victoria
2025 - Queensland
2026 - South Australia

There was considerable discussion at the meeting and President John advised that the Queensland
Committee had met and agreed that QLD was happy for NSW to proceed with Alfesta 2022. It is
understood that a Committee has been formed and there is some initial planning underway for locations.
Queensland is happy to slot into the 2023 position as the planning for Toowoomba was complete and this
could be resurrected at that time.
In relation to 2025, it was suggested that locations such as Canberra or Tasmania could be considered,
as events have been successfully held in these locations before. So, there will be ongoing discussions
about 2025 and it has been suggested that the various Presidents take these ideas back to their
Committees.
I propose to have a teleconference with Presidents once every couple of months for an update, so I will
keep you posted.
The Bob Gardiner Memorial Trophy
There was much discussion regarding the criteria for awarding this trophy. Long term members such as
Andrew Murray, who is an active competitor and Eddy Failla updated us on the background and intent of
the trophy, which was originally to be awarded for track competition.
The current criteria for awarding the trophy are as follows:
This trophy is awarded to the person staying in-house and/or an attendee who attends all Programmed
Alfesta Events (including meals), and who drives an Alfa Romeo vehicle to, during and from Alfesta (or
under special circumstances – competing in an Alfa Romeo vehicle) who amasses the greatest number of
points from all published events. Special circumstances will be determined by National Council members
and could include "fly-in attendees". Point-scoring will be the responsibility of the Alfesta Committee and
the trophy will be awarded after careful consultation between the Alfesta Committee and National
President. A keepsake shield will also be presented to the winner at this or the subsequent Alfesta.
There were five options discussed as follows:
Option 1: stay with the current criteria.
Option 2: Each Division nominates its top competitor for the previous year with the record of their
wins and achievements and this list is considered by the Presidents or their nominees at a meeting
at Alfesta on the Easter Sunday afternoon and a decision is made on the most worthy winner.
Option 3: The top competitor in the Division which hosts Alfesta for that particular year is awarded
the Trophy.
Option 4: The winner in an Alfa Romeo at the Phillip Island Classic event in the nominated event is
awarded the trophy.
Option 5: the most successful competitor in the Alfa Romeo Twin Spark Cup events across the
Divisions is awarded the trophy.
The Meeting decided that for 2021, we would stay with the existing criteria as listed with Option 1. This
means that the trophy can be resurrected to be awarded at the South Australian Alfesta. This is a good
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start as it has been stored for a few years with the last person who was awarded the trophy, so it will be
good to see it appear again at Alfesta.
The Presidents will take the options back to their Committees to discuss future Criteria. There was much
support for Option 5 the Twin Spark Cup, however some states such as Queensland are heading more
towards Alfa Romeo GT’s and V6s which are cheaper at present for competition. So there will be ongoing
discussions with hopefully more competitor-oriented criteria for the future.
I thank all the Presidents for joining me at the teleconference and look forward to future discussions.
There are a number of other matters of national interest that we will discuss next time around.
In the meantime, I trust all club members stay safe and well and I look forward to catching up with you in
SA at Alfesta, if not before.
Ciao
Peter Mathews
AROCA National Coordinator

1951 Alfa Romeo 6C 2500 SS

This beautiful Alfa Romeo 6C 2500 SS features in the May edition of
Vintage Road & Racecar magazine: https://vintageracecar.com/

Thank you!
Contributors to this edition of Notizie Alfisti were: Penelope Mogridge & Greg Smith, Peter Mathews, John
Hanslow, Barry Oosthuizen, Bruce Baum, Clyde Hay, Leon Cottle, Andrew Lawson & Mandy Thompson.

You too can contribute to the newsletter:
Notes, photos or brief reports of recent events, and any items of general interest to members, will be
gratefully accepted for publication in Notizie Alfisti. Contributions are preferred as text (e.g. Word)
rather than PDF and should be sent to: newsletter@AlfaClubVIC.org.au
Submit contributions at least seven days prior to the end of the month for inclusion in the next edition.
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Alfa Romeo Preferred Partner Program
AROCA Victoria members are eligible to access the Alfa Romeo® Preferred Partner Program which
provides members with exclusive discounts across the entire Alfa Romeo® range – including Giulietta,
Giulia and Stelvio.
As an eligible member, you can take advantage of the current in-market retail offer, plus receive an
additional Alfa Romeo® Preferred Partner Program discount.
To access the member discount, log in to Alfa Romeo Australia’s on line portal as described below:
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AROCA Victoria Sponsors
AROCA Victoria’s corporate sponsors are listed below. Click an image to visit the sponsor’s web site.

To sponsor AROCA Victoria, call Sam Tartaglia on 0459 542 070 or email
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